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Present limit far the NMM and its measurement at a
reactar.

.The interest to .the neutrino magnetic moment (NMM)
problem is in a large part related to the peculiar behavior in
ti me of the salar neutrino flux measurement in the CI -Arexperiment. 

One interpretation of such behavior is that flux
anti-correlates in time with the salar activity.

.The anti-correlation could be explained by interaction of
NMM with time -dependent magnetic field in the Sun's
convection zone. This mechanism is operative if the
magnetic moment of the electron neutrino is~ 

,... (10-10 + 1011)~B, with ~B =e/(2me) being the Bohr

magneton

.Such value of the NMM would be by several orders of
magnitude bigger then minimal Standard Model predicts far
a massive neutrino..

.The present direct laboratory limit far the NMM far electron
antineutrino was derived from reactor experiments:



.A laboratory measurement
contribution to the (anti)neutrino
zero NMM the dìfferential aver t
electron cross section :~;" is
interaction cross section and the

.At small recoil energy the weak part practically constant, while
the electromagnetic one grows as 1/T towards low energies. For
improving the sensitivity to Jlv it is necessary to lower the
threshold far detecting the recoil electrons as far as the
background conditions allow.

.Our group proposed to use low-background Ge-Nal
spectrometer with germanium detector mass of 2 kg and
threshold of 3 KeV to achieve the limit on -1 0-11 ~:; during
two years reactor measurements. The spectrometer of this type
was constructed and tested and we report here its parameters.
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3,4,5 mean NMM values
in units 10-11 Bohr magneton
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Electron reciDI T

of the NMM is based on its
-electron scattering. For' a non-he 

kinetic energy T of the recoil
given by the sum of the weak

electromagnetic one.



.The array of Ge detectors is installed within Nal active shielding.
The active shielding assembly has a form a cylinder with a centrai
hole.

.The cryostat and the Nal are surrounded by multi layer passive
shielding consisting of oxygen-free copper, of borated
polyethylene and of lead.

by anti cosmic

.To ensure protection against radon, the space between the
cryostat cap and inner wall of Nal assembly was hermetized and
continuously purged by boil-of nitrogen gas tram the separate
nitrogen cryostat. The entire setup was in turn constanttyventilated.

.In arder to disentangle genuine signals generated in the
detector from the noise background signals and to suppress themicrophonic, 

electronic noises we use the frequency analysis ofsignals. 
.















Background measurements,

The background measurements were carried out in the
background laboratory with an overburden of 4 mequivalent.

TEP low
of water

1 

-detector without shielding,

4 -with passive shielding plus active Nal and plastic
scintillate shielding,

5 

-with passive and active shie1ding plus frequency
software cui.
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.The total background count rate in the detectors in
the energy range (10 -4000) keV is
0.015 events I sec-kg, which is the best up-to-data
figure far a L.B- Ge detectors at a small depth.

.The Nal anticoincidence shield suppresses the charge
component of cosmic ray and Compton scatteredgamma-quanta.

.The top anticoincidence shield suppresses the
gamma-quanta and prompt neutrons produced by
capture of the cosmic muon in the shielding materials.

-The frequency software cut is more effective in the low
energy region since in this region of the spectrum the
background is mainly to microphonic and electronic
nolses.

The detector thresholds are now about 6 keV far ali fourdetectors.

There is possibility of further decreasing of threshold
down to 4 keV with the use of time tagged data. Now
this work is in progresso
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The sources of background in spectrometer GEMMA are cosmic
muons, secondary neutrons, tertiary neutrons, muon-capture gamma-
radiation, microphonic and electronic noises and finally inherent
radiation background of detectors itself.

The background lines, observed in GEMMA setup ( with passive plus
active shield), afe induced by secondary neutrons by (n, y) reactions,the 

rest is due to the inherent radiation background of detector itself.

An analysis of the data of the BG measurements allows
on the structure of the BG at low energies.

to j udge

.-n ? Avents/kg.keV.d presents the inherent radiation BG of the

spectrometer;

.-n 4 Avents/kg.keV.d is due to the detector activation as a

result of thermal neutrons and negative muons capture;

.-0.3 events/kg.keV.d we estimate, as a result of elastic and
inelastic interaction of the secondary fast neutrons with detector.

After installation of the spectrometer near reactor, at the depth 20
or more m.w.e. the cosmogenic components of the BG will be
greatly suppressed, the secondary neutron will practically
disappear and muon flux will be significantly reduced.



There are two halls far spectrometer placing with 12 m and
14.5 m distance from reactor care. The choice will be made after

BG measurements.



Estimation of the GEMMA sensitivity

We aFe planning to replace four Ge(Li) detectors by one high
purity germanium crystal with the same weight. It makes a set ofadvantages:

There will be possibility to reduce the energy threshold tram

.

10

.The replacement of small crystal by big one will change the
detector response function. According to our computersimulations, 

the Compton components of the BG In energy region
(2 + 50) keV will be reduced by factor three.

The sensitivity of the spectrometer GEMMA to the neutrino
magnetic moment may be estimated far different neutri no flux
(according to 12 m and 14.5 m distance from the reactor care)
and far different germanium crystal masses, since the
construction of the detector cup allows to install three crystals
with mass of 2 kg each.

The estimations were performed far a reactor of 3 GW thermalpower, 
energy interval ,(2 -;- 50) keV J background

0.3 events/kg.keV.d and 2 years duration of measurements.



SUMMARY

In the investigations of the spectrometer GEMMA at depth
of 4 m.w.e. the BG level in the energy range (10 +100)
keV was achieved: 1.2 events/keV .kg.d with 0.2
events/ keV .kg .d being the inherent radiation BG.

1

2. An analysis of the data of the BG measurements allows
to judge, that level of BG of the spectrometer GEMMA at
depth 20 m.w.e. will be about 0.3 events/kg.keV.d,
and it opens up the way ror- measu ::~::lents at the
eactor

3 During one year we are going to replace germanium
crystals, to carry out background measurements near the
reactor, to prepare box far installation of the
spectrometer and to remove spectrometer.


